Feline Behavior Foster Report
Thank you for fostering for the HSPC! Fostering an animal is such a wonderful thing for so many reasons, one
of them being that you will have information to offer a potential adopter that we otherwise wouldn’t have in a
shelter setting. Please take some time to answer a few questions about your foster animals so can pass this
information along to adopters. Feel free to attach additional notes to the report, the more the information the
better!
Date _____/_____/_____
Name __________________________________ A&D ___________
Approximate Age ___________ Sex ________ Breed ____________ Color _________________

Spayed/Neutered

Declawed __________________________________________

Personality
How would you describe your foster cat most of the time?









Active
Friendly
Couch Potato
Shy
Playful
Quiet
Talkative
Affectionate









Independent
Lap Cat
Fearful
Fearless
Solitary
Aggressive
Aloof





Alone
With other animals
Toys

How does your cat like to play?




Gentle
Rough
With Humans

Lifestyle & Home Life
Where did your foster cat spend most of his or her time? (circle all that apply)




Bedroom
Kitchen
Living Room




Basement
Window

Does this cat get along with other cats?



Likes other cats
Hates other cats




Tolerates other cats
Don’t know

Does this cat get along with dogs?






Likes dogs
Hates dogs

Tolerates dogs
Don’t know

Has the cat regularly been around children?




No
Yes
0-2 years





2-5 years
6-10 years
11-18 years




Cat hid
Hated children





Teenagers
Seniors
Loves all people




Dry and canned
People food

How did this cat interact with children?




Loved children
Played together
Child petted cat

This cat is most comfortable with:




Men
Women
Kids

Dietary Habits
The foster cat ate:



Dry only
Canned only

Please specify which brands you were feeding? _________________________________________________________________________
What types of treats does the cat enjoy? _________________________________________________________________________________
How often did you feed your foster cat?



Food always available
Designated meal times ___________________________________________________

Does your foster cat vomit after eating? _________________________________________

Litter Box Habits
Does the foster cat use the litter box:




Always
Sometimes
Never

Please describe any litter box accidents the cat has had:





Urinates outside the box
Urinates on clothing/furniture
Defecates outside the box
Defecates on clothing/furniture





Sprays on walls/furniture
All of the above
Other:
_____________________________________________

When did the litter box accidents begin? ______________________________________________________________________________
Please describe what measures you have taken to correct this problem. __________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
How often was the litter box scooped?




Everyday
Every few days
Weekly

What types of litter was used?









Unscented
Scented
Clumping
Non-clumping
Crystals
Clay
Pine
Other _________________________

Other Comments:




Rarely
Automatic litter box

